TiBert le Voyageur
French-Canadian Métis Performer and Educator
Raised in a Franco-Manitoban Métis family, Rob Malo is a writer, performer, former
Educational Programs Developer at the Manitoba Museum, and former Professor at the USB
who loves to share his passion for history and his French-Canadian Métis heritage. Drawing
on his background in interpretation and educational programming, and using storytelling,
music, props, digital graphic novels, he delights students and teachers as TiBert le Voyageur.

EDUCATIONAL WEBSITE

TiBertvoyage.com

TiBertvoyage.com is completely bilingual and contains
the TiBert le Voyageur digital graphic novel, video and
audio resources, a teacher’s manual, a student activity
section, downloadable sheets, and an e-boutique that will
provide teachers and students with all the practical, inclass tools to experience life in Canada during the fur
trade. Each lesson plan includes a Theme, Learning
Objectives, a variety of individual and group In-class
Activities, Curricular Objectives, Suggested Questions,
Additional Project Ideas, and activities related to Literacy
and Communication.

THREE LIVE CLASSROOM WORKSHOPS TO EXPLORE

THE VOYAGEUR MUSEUM - Hands-on inquiry based
learning system. Over 100 artifacts displayed from the
fur trade era to touch and feel!
STORYTELLING : FROM ORAL TRADITION TO
PRODUCTION - The process of creating an oral story is
shared, followed by the creation of a visual storyboard to
produce either a graphic novel or a short play. Can be
offered over multiple visits (1, 3 or 5 visits). Students
work in groups to learn a new creative process. The
TiBertvoyage.com educational site is used throughout
this workshop!
STORIES, MUSIC AND SONGS - TiBert comes to your
classroom to share traditional French songs, stories,
interactive plays and furs!
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LARGE ASSEMBLY SHOWS

K to 6 - The TiBert Kitchen Party or The
Bison Hunt - High-energy, fast- paced
interactive presentations.
Grades 6 and up - Aboriginal Legends,
Life Stories and Poetry - Real life
encounters and Aboriginal legends that
shaped Rob Malo as a storyteller and
spoken word poet.
Miami School, MB

REGULAR FEES
(

MEMBERSHIP FOR TIBERTVOYAGE.COM Per classroom $49 (4 months)
Whole school $449 (full year)
WORKSHOPS - $5 per participant. Prices
are negotiable for multiple visits over
several days to the same school or
classroom.
ASSEMBLY SHOWS K to 5 - $525, Grade 6 and up - $325
Ti-Bert.com, robmalo.com & TiBertvoyage.com

PACKAGES
(

THE FULL CANOE - TiBertvoyage.com
whole school membership for one year,
one print version Teacher’s Guide, one 12
pack TiBert le Voyageur Graphic Novels,
one and a half days of workshops, two
assembly shows - $2500
2 SHOW DEAL - Two assembly shows,
K-5 followed by Grade 6 and up - $750

